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1976-1977
SCHOOL OF LAW

On the cover are photos of some of the intricate detail on the College Mace,
symbol of the authority of the College and of the traditions of its 283-year
history. Top two designs are of the obverse and reverse of the Botetourt Medal,
first medallic scholastic prize given by an American college. It was first
awarded in 1771. Bottom design is of the College Coat-of-Arms. Cover design
by George A. Crawford Jr., photos by Thomas L. Williams.
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The Marshall-Wythe School of Law is on the approved list of the
American Bar Association and is a member of the Association of
American Law Schools.
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Mr. William S. Hubard
Mr. Herbert V. Kelly
Dr. James E. Kilbourne
Miss Anne Dobie Peebles
Dr. George D. Sands
Mrs. Raymond T. Waller
Mr. J. Edward Zollinger

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Thomas A. Graves, Jr.
George R. Healy
William J. Carter
P. Warren Hermann
William B. Spong, Jr.

President
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for Business Affairs
Vice President for College Development
Dean of the Law School
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William B. Spong Jr.
Dean, Marshall-Wythe School of Law
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THE FACULTY OF
THE SCHOOL LAW
Dean of the School of Law and Dudley
Warner Woodbridge Professor of Law.
LL.B., University of Virginia.

WILLIAM B. SPONG, JR.,

Associate Dean (Administration) and Associate Professor of Law.
A.B., College of William and Mary; J.D., Harvard University.

TIMOTHY J. SULLIVAN,

Associate Dean (Admissions) and Professor of Law.
B.A., Ohio University; J.D., The Ohio State University.

RICHARD A. WILLIAMSON,

Assistant Professor of Law.
B.S., Northwestern University; J.D., University of Virginia.

DENIS J. BRION,

Professor of Law.
B.S. University of Toledo; J.D., University of Toledo; LL.M.,
University of Michigan.

RONALD C. BROWN.

Professor of Law.
B.A., Indiana University; J.D., Indiana University, Indianapolis;
LL.M., University of Michigan.

TOM A. COLLINS,

Professor of Law.
B.A., University of Richmond; J.D., College of William and
Mary; LL.M., Georgetown University.

JOHN E. DONALDSON,

Assistant Professor of Law.
B.S., M.S., Iowa State University; J.D., Drake University.

KERMIT L. DUNAHOO.

Professor of Law.
B.S., University of South Carolina; J.D., College of William and
Mary; M.L.&T., College of William and Mary.

EMERIC FISCHER,

Professor of Law
A.B., New York University; J.D. Harvard University LL.M.,
New York University.

HARVEY FRANK,
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WARWICK R. FURR, II, Associate

Professor of Law
B.A., American University; LL.B., University of Virginia.

Director of Clinical Education and Visiting
Associate Professor of Law; B.A., New York University; J.D.,
Syracuse University.

JOHN M. LEVY,

MICHAEL T. MADISON, Professor

of Law
A.B., George Washington University; J.D., Harvard University;
LL.M., New York University.
Professor of Law
B.A., Birmingham Southern College; M.A., J.D.. University of
Virginia.

BOLLING R. POWELL, JR.,

DOUG RENDLEMAN, Professor

of Law
B.A., J.D., University of Iowa; LL.M., University of Michigan.
Tazewell Taylor Professor of Law
B.S., LL.B., University of Virginia; S.J.D., Yale University.

JOHN RITCHIE,

ELMER J. SCHAEFER, Associate

Professor of Law
B.A., Northwestern University; M.A., J.D., Harvard University.

WILLIAM F. SWINDLER, John

Marshall Professor of Law
B.A., B.S., Washington University; M.A., Ph.D., University of
Missouri; LL.B., University of Nebraska.

RICHARD E. WALCK, Professor

of Law
B.A., Pennsylvania State University; J.D., University of Virginia.

Professor of Law
A.B., LL.B., Washburn College School of Law.

ARTHUR B. WHITE,

Professor of Law
A.B., University of Nevada; J.D., Harvard University

SCOTT C. WHITNEY,

JAMES P. WHYTE, JR., Professor of Law
B.A., Bucknell University; M.A., Syracuse
versity of Colorado.
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University; J.D., Uni-

Associate Professor of Law
A.B., M.A., LL.B., University of Southern California; LL.M.,
S.J.D., Yale University.

WALTER L. WILLIAMS, JR.,

ALEXANDER AIKMAN, Lecturer

in Law
B.A., Wesleyan University; J.D., LL.M.

University of Chicago

Lecturer in Law
B.A., J.D., College of William and Mary; LL.M., University of
Virginia.

CHARLES HARPER ANDERSON,

Lecturer in Law
B.S.B. C.L., College of William and Mary

ROBERT T. ARMISTEAD,

Law
A.B., LL.B., University of Virginia

WILLIAM W. KOONTZ Lecturer in

Lecturer in Law
J.D. & M.L.&T., College of William and Mary.

JOHN PETERSON,

Lecturer in Law
A.B., Dartmouth College; J.D. University of Virginia.

JOHN RYAN,

Lecturer in Law
B.A., College of William and Mary; J.D., College of William and
Mary.

J. R. ZEPKIN,

CAROLINE C. HERIOT, Professor

of Law and Law Librarian
A.B. Lander College; B.S. Library Science University of North
Carolina, J.D. University of North Carolina
Librarian
B.S. (Library Science), Longwood College

ANNA BOOTHE JOHNSON, Associate Law
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THOMAS C. ATKESON,

B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Chancellor Professor of

Taxation Emeritus.
THOMAS H. JOLLS,

B.A., J.D., Professor of Law Emeritus.

ARTHUR W. PHELPS,

B.A., M.A. J.D., LL.M., Professor of Law

Emeritus.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY
Within the limits of its facilities as to numbers that can he accommodated, admission to the College of William and Mary and the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law is open to all qualified sutdents without regard to race, creed, color or national origin. The facilities and
services of the College are open to all enrolled students on the same
basis, and all standards and policies of the institution, including
those governing employment, are applied accordingly.
Senior citizens of Virginia who wish to take advantage of fee waiver privileges in order to attend courses at William and Mary are invited to contact the Office of Admissions for full details.
The College reserves the right to make changes in the regulations,
charges, and curricula listed herein at any time.
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THE COLLEGE OF
WILLIAM AND MARY
Founded in 1693 as the second institution of higher education in
the country, the College of William and Mary in Virginia is today a
small, residential, full-time, coeducational university. It is a state
university, drawing seventy percent of its almost four thousand undergraduate students from the Commonwealth of Virginia. It is also
national and international in character and contribution, enrolling
students from throughout the nation, many foreign countries, and
varied backgrounds.
William and Mary is primarily an undergraduate institution, providing a liberal education that is rounded and thorough, preparing its
students to live and to make a living. All students gain a broad base
of understanding and knowledge in arts and sciences in their freshman and sophomore years. In their junior and senior years, they
may pursue work toward the bachelor of arts or bachelor of science
degrees in a full range of concentrations in arts and sciences or education, or they may enter a program of study in the School of Business Administration leading to the Bachelor of Business Administration degree.
The College also provides opportunity for its students to pursue
graduate work compatible with the liberal undergraduate program.
Advanced studies are offered in several fields in the arts and sciences leading to the master of arts and master of science degrees,
and in history and physics leading to the Ph.D. degree. In the professional schools, the Juris Doctor degree is offered by the MarshallWythe School of Law; the Master of Business Administration degree by the School of Business Administration; and the Master of
Arts in Education degree, the Master of Education degree, the Certificate of Advanced Study and the Doctor of Education degree by
the School of Education. The School of Marine Science offers programs leading to the Master of Arts and Ph.D. degrees.
The College's commitment in all programs to liberal education is
the source of institutional coherence. William and Mary emphasizes, in its undergraduate, graduate and professional programs. the
development of the student as a whole individual. The criterion of
excellence in teaching and learning, in class and out of class, is at the
heart of the educational process. With such objectives, and with a
selective and limited enrollment, the College strives to provide its
students with a quality education, and to make a significant contribution to the Commonwealth of Virginia and to the nation through the
development of independent, responsive and responsible individ-
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uals. Faculty, students, and administrators work closely together to
create this educational environment, under the leadership of the
Board of Visitors and with the support of the Board of the Society of
the Alumni.
Continuing exploration of and participation in innovative and experimental approaches to teaching and learning are a significant aspect of the College's forward movement, and emphasis on research
and high quality graduate programs contributes strongly to the development of excellence at William and Mary.
The College offers a wide range of courses, seminars, and programs to adults, both for credit and non-credit, in the evening and
during the day, at its Williamsburg campus, at the Virginia Associated Research Campus in Newport News and at its branch college,
Christopher Newport College, also in Newport News, during the
regular academic year and through the summer. This contribution to
the educational enrichment of the citizens of Virginia throughout
their careers is provided by the professional schools of education,
business, and law, and by the faculty of arts and sciences. It is in
keeping with the College's commitment, as a State institution, to
community service and enhanced educational opportunities for the
adult citizens of the State of Virginia, and for its more than 30,000
known alumni.
William and Mary is a college community, small enough to provide for relationships that allow true teaching and learning, large
enough to have the resources to achieve excellence. An important
aspect of this community is the location of the College in the beautiful and historic city of Williamsburg, where it constitutes an integral part of the restoration of Colonial Williamsburg. The partnership of the College, the City, and the Restoration, and the educational, cultural and recreational opportunities afforded to all
students at the College by this partnership add to the quality of life
and the quality of education at William and Mary.
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THE MARSHALL-WYTHE SCHOOL OF
LAW
HISTORY
The study of law at William and Mary rests upon venerable tradition. Antedated only by the Vinerian Professorship at Oxford, held
by Sir William Blackstone, and by the Chair at Trinity College in
Dublin, the Chair of Law at William and Mary is one of the oldest in
the English speaking world and the oldest in the United States.
Through the efforts of Thomas Jefferson. the Board of Visitors of
the College of William and Mary created a professorship of Law and
Police on December 4, 1779. They chose as the first occupant of the
Chair, George Wythe, in whose offices studied Thomas Jefferson,
John Marshall, James Monroe and Henry Clay. Wythe, who had
been a leader in the struggle for independence, both as a signer of
the Declaration of Independence and as a member of the Federal
Constitutional Convention, proved to be an inspirational force in the
development of legal education. During the decade of his professorship. he developed a comprehensive course of study including
courses in legislative drafting and moot court. Wythe also had an exceptionally distinguished judicial career. He was among the first to
assert the doctrine of judicial review in the United States.
Wythe's successor was one of his pre-Revolutionary students, St.
George Tucker. who built effectively upon Wythe's achievements.
Tucker drafted a formal description of the requirements for a law
degree at the College, which included an exacting schedule of qualifying examinations in history, government, and related pre-law subjects. Tucker's stimulating and demanding course material was soon
published as the first American edition of Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England. This work was the earliest legal
treatise on the common law adapted to the needs of the legal profession in the United States. For a generation it was considered the
leading authority on American law.
From 1779 until the beginning of the War Between The States. the
study of law at the College of William and Mary continued to develop, but, with the outbreak of hostilities in 1861 and the commencement of military campaigns in the Virginia Peninsula. the College was compelled to close its doors. It was not until sixty years
later that the historic priority in law was revived in a modern program which is now a half century old.
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OBJECTIVES
The study of law at William and Mary is structured to prepare
graduates to meet the manifold needs of our society whether it be in
the modern practice of law or in allied endeavors such as business,
politics, or public service in the pursuit of which rigorous legal training may be useful. In order to attain this goal, the Law School curriculum offers a variety of courses in many fields of legal specialization.
Classes are normally conducted by the "case method," which requires critical study and analysis of judicial decisions, statutes, and
other legal materials. The curriculum also offers selected courses
conducted by the "problem method." The combination of these approaches to instruction affords the student maximum exposure to
the varied methodologies utilized in solving legal controversies. In
addition, students are offered the opportunity to develop their creative abilities and interests in specific areas of the law through intensive research and writing either in conjunction with a seminar or
under the individual tutelage of a member of the faculty.
The law is a learned profession; its mastery, if attainable at all,
requires a lifetime of diligent study and practice. No law school,
however distinguished, would presume to claim that its students, immediately upon graduation, are competent to contend on an equal
basis with lawyers of long standing and substantial experience. It is,
however, the highest aim of this school to prepare each of its graduates for a life in law which, if pursued with persistence and integrity,
will be marked by significant legal achievement and unfailing adherence to the highest ideals of the profession.

Professor Richard E. Walck discusses topic with two students.
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SUMMARY OF COURSES-1976-1977
FIRST YEAR REQUIRED
301 Civil Procedure 1 (A&B) 3
103 Contracts I (A&B)
105 Property I (A&B)
107 Torts I (A&B)
109 Constitutional Law
(A&B)

3
3
3

102 Civil Procedure II (A&B)
104 Contracts 11 (A&B)
106 Property II (A&B)
108 Torts II (A&B)

3

110

Legal Writing

1

112

111

Administrative Law
(A&B)
Legal Writing

3
3
3
3

3
1

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED
203 Criminal Law
204 Legal Profession

3 203 Criminal Law
2 204 Legal Profession

3
2

ELECTIVES OFFERED IN BOTH SEMESTERS
303 Corporations
305 Trusts & Estates
307 Commercial Law
309 Evidence
311 Federal Income Tax
402 Criminal Procedure I
419 Virginia Procedure

4 303 Corporations
4 305 Trusts & Estates
4 307 Commercial Law
3 309 Evidence
3 311 Federal Income Tax
3 402 Criminal Procedure I
3 419 Virginia Procedure

4
4
4
3
3
3
3

3 404 Secured Transactions
3 407 Labor Law
2 408 Insurance

2
3
3

3 410 Conflicts
3 412 Mod. Soc. Legislature
3 414 Equitable & Legal
Remedies

3
3

ELECTIVES
313 Urban Land Use
403 Const. Rts. & Duties
405 Agency Partnership
406 Debtor-Creditor
Relations
409 International Law
411 Anti-Trust
415 Federal Procedure
416 Family Law
417 Trial & Appellate Prac.
423 Securities Regulations
424 Environmental Law I
441 Admiralty
609 Legal Research

3

3
3
3
3

420 Mod. Land Finance
422 Legal Accounting
425 Environmental Law II
426 Trial Advocacy
430 Criminal Procedure II

3
3
3
2
3
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610

Ind. Legal Writing

2
3

3
3
3

609
610

Comparative Law
Adv. Adm. Prac. Pro
Corp. Finance
Internat'l. Bus
Operations
Legal Research
Ind. Legal Writing

431
435
437
442

3
1
2

SEMINARS
505
506
507
509
526
527
530

Selected Const.
Problems
Legislative Research
Products Liability
Mass Communications
Regulated Industries
Pub. Sector Collective
Bargaining
Environmental Law &
Marine Aff.

501

Juvenile Law

3

3
3
3
3
3

502
508
516
518

Labor Arbitration
Amer. Legal History
Criminal Law
Law & Medicine

3
3
3
3

3

522

Comp. Const. Law

3

3

531

542

Environmental Law &
Mar. Aff.
Constitution &
For. Policy
Admiralty Seminar

601
603
605
607
613

Legal Aid
Law Review
Moot Court
Jessup Moot Court
Post Conviction

540

3
3
3

PASS-FAIL COURSES
601
603
605
607
613

Legal Aid
Law Review
Moot Court
Jessup Moot Court
Post Conviction

GRADUATE TAX COURSES
701

Tax Admin. & Procedure 3

703
705
707
709
711
715

Estate & Gift Tax
3
2
Partnership Tax
Tax of Trusts & Estates 2
Corp. & Shareholder Tax 2
State & Local Taxation 2
Selected Probs.
In Taxation
2
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Pension & Profit
Sharing
704 Estate Planning
706 Adv. Corp. Tax
708 Reorganization
710 Business Planning
716 Selected Probs. In Tax

702

3
3
2
2
3
2

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Explanation: Pairs of numbers (101-102) indicate continuous
courses which must be taken in the succession stated. The semester
in which the course is offered is designated by Fall or Spring. Semester hour credit for each course is indicated by numbers in parentheses. The Faculty reserves the right to omit any of these courses in
any semester and to substitute other courses for any of those listed.
Courses listed below, unless otherwise specified are expected to be
offered during the 1976-1977 school year. All first-year courses are
required and each first-year student will attend one of the first-year
courses in a relatively small section.

FIRST YEAR
101-102 Civil Procedure I, II. Fall (3), Spring (3) Mr. Anderson
and Mr. Rendleman.
A study of the function and organization of the judicial system:
jurisdiction and venue; joinder of parties and issues; discovery and
pretrial motions; trial procedure; appellate review; and the preclusion doctrines.
103-104 Contracts I, II. Fall (3), Spring (3) Mr. Brown and Mr.
Sullivan.
A study of the fundamental concepts of the law of contracts. Covered are the agreement process, including offer and acceptance, consideration and promises enforceable without consideration, counteroffer, rejection, revocation and lapse; an introduction to implied contracts and quasi-contracts; interpretation of contracts, formalities in
executing the contract; breach of contract and remedies; and assignment of contracts and delegation of duties. The relationship of the
common law of contracts and the Uniform Commercial Code is considered throughout the course.
105-106 Property I, II. Fall (3) Mr. Brion and Mr. Madison.
Spring (3) Mr. Brion and Mr. Anderson.
A study of the fundamental precepts applicable to real and personal property. Aspects of real property covered 'are possessory estates. including non-freehold estates and the rights. duties and liabilities arising from the landlord-tenant relationship; significance of the
Statute of Uses and its effect on modern conveyancing. future interests and trusts; requirements of recording statutes, title search and
title registration. Aspects of personal property covered are possession and title; the law of finders; adverse possession; bailments and
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gifts; liens, pledges and bona fide purchasers; and satisfaction of
judgments.
107-108 Torts I, 11. Fall (3). Spring (3) Mr. Walck and Mr. Furr.

A study of the basic law relating to the civil wrong as applied to
personal and property damage. Included are the development of tort
liability relating to assault and battery; negligence, including the doctrines of contributory and comparative negligence, last clear chance
and assumption of risk; causation; limitations of duty; infliction of
mental distress; false imprisonment; trespass to land and chattels;
conversion; survival and wrongful death statutes; strict liability; libel, slander and privacy, and actual and punitive damages.
109 Constitutional Law. Fall (3) Mr. Williamson.

A study of Federal courts and Federal system; examination of the
constitutional decision-making process including the nature and
scope of judicial review, congressional, constitutional and judicial
limitations on judicial power and review; examination of distribution
of power in the federal system including the nature and sources of
national legislative power, the national commerce power and related
sources of regulation such as taxing and spending; Civil Wars
amendments; treaty and foreign relations power; presidential and
war powers; state power to regulate and intergovernmental immunities.
109 Constitutional Law. Fall (3) Mr. Whyte.
A study of the Federal system including the nature and sources of
the Supreme Court's authority and conditions for constitutional
adjudication. Considered are the commerce, taxing, spending, war
and foreign powers; intergovernmental relationships, and the separation of powers; procedural and substantive due process and equal
protection of the laws.
110 Administrative Law. Spring (3) Mr. Whitney and Mr. Collins.

A study of administrative regulations and procedures as compared
to common or judge-made law; and examination of administrative
authority and processes.
111-112 Legal Writing. Fall (1), Spring (1) Mr. Dunahoo.

Intensive introduction to legal bibliography, research techniques,
citational methodology, problem solving, and oral advocacy; legal
writing clinic involving editing and grammar exercises, individual
conferences. and writing assignments (office memorandum, client
opinion letter. and appellate brief). Two-semester course with grade
given at end of year.
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REQUIRED SECOND YEAR COURSES
203 Criminal Law. Fall (3) Mr. Dunahoo, Spring (3) Mr. Walck.

An intensive study of the principal crimes against morality, persons, and property; attempt. conspiracy, solicitation; the defenses
of insanity, intoxication and entrapment: justification and excuse;
accountability for the criminal acts of others.
204 Legal Profession. Fall (2) Mr. Walck. Spring (2) Mr. Brion.

A survey of the organized bar in America including general problems of judicial organization and administration; ethical problems
governing office and trial practice; special problems of corporate
counsel; problems of prosecuting attorneys; and public service responsibilities of all lawyers.

ELECTIVES OFFERED IN BOTH SEMESTERS
303 Corporations. Fall (4) Mr. Frank, Spring (4) Mr. Williamson.

A study of the law pertaining to corporations. Covered are the nature of the corporate entity; creation, organization and functioning
of the business corporation; the fiduciary role and duties of directors. officers and stockholders; disregard of the corporate entity;
and issuance and sales of securities, changes in capital structure and
payment of dividends.
305 Trusts and Estates. Fall (4) Mr. Ritchie, Spring (4) Mr. Schaefer.
Consideration of the law relating to the formalities in the execution and revocation of wills; the nature of probate and administration proceedings; formalities in the creation of express trusts; resulting, constructive and charitable trusts; rights and interests of beneficiaries; and problems of trust administration.
307 Commercial Law. Fall (4) Mr. Brion, Spring (4) Mr. Sullivan.

An intensive study of problems arising from the distribution of
goods in commercial channels from manufacturer to consumer. Included are transaction of sales, payment by check, documentary
drafts and promissory notes. Principal emphasis is placed on those
articles of the Uniform Commercial Code dealing with sales, commercial paper, bulk sales and documents of title.
309 Evidence. Fall (3) Mr. Powell, Spring (3) Mr. Armistead.

An intensive study of the law relating to evidence. Included are
the concepts of relevancy, hearsay and various privileges. Testimonial evidence considerations are developed from the viewpoint of
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the witness and cover competency, credibility, opinion, admissions
and confessions. Attention is also given to documentary, real and
demonstrative evidence.
311 Federal Income Tax Law. Fall (3), Spring (3) Mr. Donaldson.

A study of the basic laws relating to federal income taxation of the
individual. Included are problems relating to computing gross income, the reduction of gross income to taxable income, recognition
and character of gains and losses from disposition of property and a
survey of federal income tax procedures.
402 Criminal Procedure I. Fall (3) Mr. Williamson.

Survey of fundamental aspects of criminal procedure, including
the right to counsel, transcripts and other aids; poverty and equality
in the adversary system; the role of appointed counsel and criminal
defense lawyers generally; arrest, search and seizure; wiretapping,
electronic eavesdropping, and the use of secret agents; police "encouragement" and the defense of entry; police interrogation and
confessions; lineups, showups and other pre-trial identification procedures; the scope and administration of the exclusionary rules; and
the right to a speedy trial and the ban on double jeopardy.
402 Criminal Procedure I. Spring (3) Mr. Whyte.

An in-depth study of Constitutional principles applied to criminal
procedures. Considered are general due process concepts: the right
to counsel and other aids; arrest, search and seizure; wire-tapping,
electronic eavesdropping, the use of secret agents; entrapment; police interrogation and confessions; identification procedures; retroactivity of holdings of unconstitutionality; and the scope and administration of the exclusionary rules.
419 Virginia Procedure. Fall (3), Spring (3) Mr. Zepkin.

Emphasis on the procedures for actions at law and suits in equity
in Virginia including the development of the rules, statutes and interpretations of courts. Appellate procedure in Virginia is covered also.

ELECTIVES
313 Urban Land Use. Fall (3) Mr. Donaldson.

Relationship of municipal-state-federal governments, control and
utilization of space, urban renewal, city budget planning, financing
public services and transportation problems.
403 Constitutional Rights and Duties. Fall (3) Mr. Collins.

A study of civil and political rights; examination of the constitu-
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tional rights of expression, association and religion; problems of discrimination against racial and other classes including concepts of
state action; fundamental rights and interests; congressional enforcement of civil rights; individual rights involving the military, war and
foreign relations powers.
404 Secured Transactions. Spring (2) Mr. Frank.

A study of security interests (mainly installment sales contracts
and chattel mortgages) applicable to personal property and fixtures
under the Uniform Commercial Code. Included are problems of
default; of priorities among secured and unsecured creditors and purchasers; and of application of motor vehicle certificate of title laws.
405 Agency-Partnership. Fall (2) Mr. Whyte.

An analysis of the general principles of the law of agency applied
in the context of various business associations. Covered are concepts of vicarious liability for injuries to persons and property with
emphasis on rights and duties arising from contracts and torts of
agents; general considerations of the employment relationship including some aspects of labor legislation; and a consideration of legal relations among business associates including fiduciary responsibilities and liquidation of partnerships.

Professor James P. Whyte Jr.
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406 Debtor-Creditor Relations. Fall (3) Mr. Rendleman.
Collecting debts, enforcing judgments, and bankruptcy.

407 Labor Law. Spring (3) Mr. Whyte.
Detailed study of the legal aspects of labor-management problems
as regulated by the National Labor Relations Act, as amended. the
Taft-Hartley Act and the Landrum-Griffin Act. Considered are organization and representation of employees, representation elections,
freedom from employee interference and coercion; union collective
action including picketing, strikes, secondary activities and jurisdictional disputes; anti-trust problems; collective bargaining procedures and the substance of bargaining-in-good-faith concepts; federal preemption problems.

408 Insurance. Spring (3) Mr. Fischer.
Consideration of the nature of the insurance contract. Included
are government supervision of the insurance industry, the nature
and requirement of insurable interests, selection and control of
risks, marketing of insurance and adjustment of claims, all as applied to casualty, liability and life insurance.

409 International Law. Fall (3) Mr. Williams.
An examination of treaties, multi-national conventions such as
GATT and the European Economic Community Treaty, international rules based on customs of nations, the effect of domestic
statutes and judicial rules upon persons acting in other nations and
transactions undertaken abroad, rules of war and peace, consequences of transfer of land from one sovereign state to another,
questions of jurisdiction, sovereign immunity, and sanctions for the
enforcement of international and extraterritorially imposed rules.

410 Conflicts of Law. Spring (3) Mr. Rendleman.
A study of the choice of law problems relating to transactions with
multi-state or multi-nation elements. Particular emphasis will be
placed on problems of domicile, judicial jurisdiction, characterization, renvoi, and federal constitutional limitations on the authority of the various states in choice of law cases.

411 Anti-Trust. Fall (3) Mr. Schaefer.
A study of the Sherman and Clayton Acts and related statutes;
price-fixing agreements and other types of trade restraints; monopolies; mergers and tie-in sales; other types of business conduct raising
anti-trust questions including trade association activities, exclusive
dealing arrangements and boycotts.
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412 Modern Social Legislation. Spring (3) Mr. Brown.
A study of the legal problems arising in the context of the employment relationship and the modern legislative response to these and
other social problems. Particular emphasis will be placed on the
laws dealing with the technical and practical aspects of employment
discrimination, workmen's compensation, social security disability
benefits, regulation of wages and hours. unemployment compensation and other timely social legislation.
413 Future Interests. (3) (Not offered 1976-77).
An examination of construction of limitations creating future interests, vested and non-vested interests, class gifts, powers of appointment, the rule against perpetuities and restraints on alienation with
emphasis on planning dispositions. reduced taxes and litigating the
validity and interpretation of instruments creating future interests.
414 Equitable and Legal Remedies. Spring (3) Mr. Collins.
Traditional elements of the substance and procedure of equity;
constructive trusts, tracing, equitable liens, injunctions, quasi-contract and unjust enrichment; restitution as a remedial device and an
area of substantive law including cancellation and reformation; remedies and damages in actions at law.
415 Federal Jurisdiction and Procedure. Fall (2) Mr. Anderson.
A study of the jurisdiction of United States courts, the rules of
Civil Procedure for United States District Courts. pre- and post-trial
motions and remedies; and appellate procedure in the Federal court
system.
416 Family Law. Fall (3) Mr. Koontz.
Extensive consideration of marriage, divorce, annulment, separation agreements, alimony, and the abolition of heart-balm actions
such as suits for breach of promise and alienation of affections. Emphasis is on general law with convenient references to Virginia law.
417 Trial and Appellate Practice. Fall (2) Mr. Powell.
A study of the law relating to the procedural aspects of jury trials,
jury selection and orientation, summations, instructions, verdict and
motions after verdict, judgments and appeals.
418 Unfair Competition. (3) (Not offered 1976-77).
Overreaching business practices: entry; deceptive advertising.
packaging. and labeling; and predatory price competition.
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420 Modern Land Finance. Spring (3) (To be announced).
A study of the practical problems and mechanics involved in modern land financing transactions: tax and non-tax factors in selecting
the ownership entity with an emphasis on the real estate limited partnership syndicate; the commercial real estate limited partnership
syndicate; the commercial lending cycle, including an examination
of the mortgage loan commitment letter, building loan agreement,
mortgages and deeds of trust, and buy-sell agreement; considerations of the permanent lender in reviewing and approving ground
leases and occupancy leases; forms of secondary financing including
the wrap-around mortgage; leasehold mortgages; installment land
contract; sale-leaseback; mortgagee's remedies including foreclosure, and usury. Prerequisite, 311 Federal Income Tax Law.

422 Legal Accounting. Spring (3) Mr. Fischer.
A study of the basic principles of accounting as related to law.
Topics which will be covered include the accrual and deferral of income, asset reevaluation as a source of dividends, and accounting
for business combinations.

423 Securities Regulation. Fall (3) Mr. Frank.
A consideration of the Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934 and their
impact on corporations, investors and underwriters in the sale, distribution and trading of securities; the obligations and liabilities of
officers, directors, controlling shareholders and counsel; the regulatory function of the Securities and Exchange Commission; and civil
liabilities under the acts. Prerequisite: a basic course in corporations.

424-425 Environmental Law I, II. Fall (3), Spring (3) Mr.
Whitney.
A study of the nature and causes of environmental pollution; survey of selected state and Federal environmental controls; environmental legislation and related regulations; judicial and administrative remedies of environmental disputes; international aspects of environmental standards and controls; and the economic impact of
environmental reform and controls.
426 Trial Advocacy. Spring (2) Mr. Powell.
A clinical course in the development of a trial lawyer's skills in the
areas of preparation of witnesses, discovery, jury selection, opening
statements, examination of witnesses, and closing argument. The
heart of the course is learning by doing. Prerequisites: 417 Trial and
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Appellate Practice. 309 Evidence, and either 419 Virginia Procedure
or 415 Federal Procedure.

428 Legal History. (3) (Not offered 1976-1977).
The historical development of common law institutions from Anglo-Saxon times to the present, with emphasis upon the factors leading to procedural and substantive law changes in the emergence
from English feudalism. Specific examination of basic principles in
property, contract and tort law as these developed under social and
economic pressures and through creative judicial and Parliamentary
leadership.
429 Municipal Corporations. (3) Spring TBA.
Organizations, powers and procedures of municipal corporations
and other local government units. Included are legislative control,
home rule, police powers, land use control, pollution control, licenses, permits and franchises, tort liabilities, contractual authority and
responsibility, and assessment and fiscal affairs.

430 Criminal Procedure H. Spring (3) Mr. Williamson.
A study of the basic procedural components of the criminal process, with emphasis on tactical considerations of prosecution and defense. Included are the discretionary aspects of the decision to
charge, the preliminary hearing, pre-trial release. grand jury proceedings, venue, jury selection, trial procedures. judgments, sentencing, appeal and post-conviction proceedings. Also covered are
various proposals for reform of the criminal process. (Criminal Procedure I is not a prerequisite).

431 Comparative Law. Spring (2) Mr. Williams.
This course provides a general introduction to the methods and
structures of contemporary legal systems that received the system
of the Roman law. The principal aim of the course is to give the student insight into the thinking and institutional characteristics of civil-law type systems throughout the world. Additionally, there will be
a brief inquiry into the operation of Soviet and Chinese socialist legal systems.

433 Trademark, Copyright, and Patent. (Not offered 1976-77).
The copyright, patent, and trademark systems under the relevant
statutory and common law.
435 Advanced Administrative Practice and Procedure. Spring (3)
Mr. Powell.
This course will focus upon the practice of law before various
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agencies under the APA and the model State Act on Administrative
Procedure. The course will also consider judicial review of administrative decisions.

437 Corporate Finance. Spring (3) Mr. Schaefer.
A study of economic and legal problems arising in connection with
financing decisions of publicly held corporations, including valuation of the enterprise and its securities, determination of the securities structure and dividend policy and decisions on investment opportunities including mergers and acquisitions.

441 Admiralty. Fall (3) Mr. Williams.
A survey of the key features of the law of the sea based primarily
on the judicial rules and statutes of the United States and other maritime nations. Considered are maritime liens and mortgages, salvage,
rules governing liability for maritime collision, rights and duties arising from personal injury and death of seamen, maritime jurisdiction.
limitations of liability of ship owners and their insurers, and special
problems caused by involvement of governments as parties to maritime transactions and litigation.

442 International Business Operations. Spring (3) Mr. Williams.
An inter-disciplinary, team-taught, joint course of the Law School
and the School of Business Administration. Instruction in the business and legal considerations involved in the planning and conduct
of international business operations. Topics include the development and operation of the multinational firms; special business
and legal problems associated with establishing and managing foreign operations and participating in international trade; selected aspects of national and international law involved in the regulation of
transnational business enterprises, and the means of resolving business difficulties created by the application of national and international regulatory regimes developed to control such matters as
economic development and the transnational flow of currency,
goods and services; to protect investors and consumers, and to locate fiscal and other resources.

609 Legal Research. Fall (1), Spring (1) Staff.
The completion of a scholarly paper on a subject chosen by the
student, with the assistance of a member of the faculty.

610 Independent Legal Writing. Fall (2). Spring (2) Staff.
Research and writing of a scholarly paper more ambitious than
that required for credit under Law 609. May be taken for credit
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twice during the law school career. In order to enroll, the student
must obtain a faculty supervisor and obtain the permission of the
Dean or Associate Dean. Students making a second request for
credit in Law 610 must not only secure approval of the proposed
faculty supervisor and the Dean or Associate Dean for Administration, but also from a committee of three faculty members selected by
and including the proposed faculty advisor.

SEMINARS
501 Seminar in Juvenile Law and Process. Spring (3) Mr. Dunahoo.
Examination of the philosophical and legal premises and practical
problems of current and proposed systems by which society officially interacts with certain juveniles; apprehension, adjudication and
treatment of allegedly delinquent children; analysis of mental health,
mental retardation and dependency issues as they affect children.
Assignments will draw primarily from legal materials on delinquency adjudications, but will also include non-legal and non-juvenile delinquency materials which may articulate traditional or developing
issues in the juvenile field.
502 Labor Arbitration Seminar. Spring (3) Mr. Whyte.
An intensive study of the law relating to labor arbitration; interpretation of the collective bargaining agreement; the role and function of the labor arbitrator and labor arbitration counsel; solution of
selected labor arbitration problems. Emphasis will be placed on written work with frequent individual or small group conferences. Prerequisite: 407 Labor Law. (consent of instructor necessary)
503 Jurisprudence Seminar. Spring (3) (Not offered 1976 77)
This course has a two-fold purpose. Primarily each student is
asked to submit two original papers dealing with a philosophical or
jurisprudential topic in which creative thinking, rather than legal research defines success. Second, class discussions based on assigned
readings explore some of the basic assumptions, premises, problems
and dilemmas of the American legal system.
-

504 Seminar in Administrative Law. (3) (Not offered 1976 77).
Study of the specific problems, procedures and corpus of law concerning selected administrative agencies, e.g., Federal Trade Commission, Federal Power Commission, and State Corporation Commission.
-
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505 Selected Constitutional Problems. Fall (3) Mr. Swindler.
Intensive analysis of selected state and federal constitutional provisions and their judicial interpretation. Historical and comparative
study of the development of certain concepts such as due process,
civil rights, etc.
506 Selected Problems in Legislative Research. Fall (3) Mr. Swindler.
The seminar devotes itself to team research on specific problems
of legislative interest, either upon request of various state agencies
or in comparison with recent statutory developments in other states;
and a continuing study of current developments in state constitutional law as the basic frame of reference for legislative innovation.
507 Products Liability Seminar. Fall (3) Mr. Furr.
This seminar will focus primarily on the theoretical and practical
aspects of private civil litigation involving injuries from unsafe, defective or dangerous products. Selected areas of public law regulation of manufacturer of consumer products will be analyzed against
the private action backdrop, in terms of comparison of remedies.
508 Seminar in American Legal History. Spring (3) Mr. Swindler.
A "Great Books" treatment of main currents in American legal
thought, e.g., the mind of John Marshall, etc.
509 Seminar in Mass Communication. Fall (3) Mr. Collins.
A survey of various legal problems of mass communication especially the regulation of radio and television; first amendment theory
and mass communications; defamation; pornography; coverage of
trials; freedom of information; anti-trust and labor law relation to the
press.
510 International Law. (3) (Not offered 1976-77).
Each year this studies a selected topic of international law of particular interest to the U.S. legal practitioner. Emphasis is placed on
areas of current and rapid development of the law and special attention is given to the interrelation of international law and U.S. national law pertaining to the selected topic. The topic selected is announced prior to Spring registration.
514 Seminar in Legal & Economic Problems of Government Regulation. (3) (Not offered 1976-77).
Selected problems of law and economics in government regulation.
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516. Criminal Law Seminar. Spring (3) Mr. Dunahoo.
In-depth examination of diverse public policy considerations involved in currently evolving areas of criminal law and procedure.
including: criminalization philosophy and victimless crimes; legal deterrence and drug control legislation; diversion into treatment programs , etc. as an alternative to criminal prosecution; interrelationship of plea bargaining practices and sound judicial administration; breadth of prosecutorial discretion, vis-a-vis judicial
control, in the decisions to charge and to prosecute; scope of judicial
discretion of the individual trial judge in determining "indigency"
and indigents' federal constitutional rights to public services; structuring of judicial discretion in restrictive sentencing legislation and
proposals; and civil death consequences of a criminal conviction visa-vis correctional philosophy.
518 Law and Medicine Seminar. Spring (3) Mr. Furr.
This seminar will focus on: (1) law and practice pertaining to malpractice litigation; and (2) current legal problems confronting the
medical profession.
520 Consumer Protection. (3) (Not offered 1976-77).
A study of specific problems of consumer financing including rate
disclosure and rate regulation under Federal and uniform legislation;
time-price problems and restrictions on credit remedies; problems of
third-party freedom from defenses, unconscionability and related
debtor defenses; debt adjustment and relief for the overburdened
debtor under state and Federal law. Emphasis will be on the Federal
Consumer Protection Act, the Uniform Consumer Credit Code, the
National Consumer act and state retail installment sales and related
legislation.
522 Seminar in Comparative Constitutional La% . Spring (3) Mr.
Swindler.
In-depth study of specific constitutional subjects in American,
British and French history and practice, with occasional reference
to the European Court of Human Rights.
526 Regulated Industries Seminar. Fall (3) Mr. Schaefer.

An examination of the legal and economic principles of economic
regulation; methods of regulating legal monopolies; the effects of regulation of quality or price in competitive industries; application of
anti-trust laws to regulated industries.
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527 Public Sector Collective Bargaining. Fall (3) Mr. Brown.
An examination of the labor problems of persons engaged in municipal, state, and Federal employment. The course will survey state
and case law approaches to such issues as the rights of public employees to organize, bargain collectively, settle impasse disputes,
and to strike. Participants in addition to a research paper will engage
in a negotiation to enhance understanding of the utility of non-legal
as well as legal strategies in the negotiation process. The course will
be set in the context of and with primary emphasis placed on current
and developing problems in the educational sector.
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530-531 Environmental Law & Marine Affairs. Fall (3). Spring (3)
Mr. Whitney.
Survey of legal and policy issues related to Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. outer continental shelf development, submerged
lands, deepwater ports, extended jurisdiction over living and nonliving resources. law of the sea negotiations, offshore nuclear licensing and other laws affecting the environment in the coastal and
ocean regions. Fall term will stress legal aspects but will include substantial interdisciplinary non-legal materials; Spring term will be
held at VIMS and will stress scientific aspects but will include substantial legal materials.
540 The Constitution and Foreign Policy. Spring (3) Mr. Spong.
A study of the Constitutional powers of the President and Congress in the making and implementation of foreign policy. The study
will include, but not be limited to: war powers, treaty powers, foreign commerce powers, the power of the purse, lawmaking and law
executing powers, nominations and confirmations, executive privilege and Executive-Congressional relations. In addition to court decisions, legislative and actual history will be reviewed from the writings of the Founding Fathers to the present.
542 Admiralty Seminar. Spring (3) Mr. Ryan.
Under the instruction of attorneys specializing in the field, this
seminar engages in intensive analysis of selected aspects of admiralty and maritime law of particular importance to the practitioner. Emphasis is placed on current developments of the law. Students engage in extensive role-playing in adversarial and other settings. Each
student is required to research and write two papers used in class
presentations.

PASS/FAIL COURSES
601 Legal Aid. Fall (1), Spring (I) Mr. Levy.
Offers an opportunity for law students to gain practical experience
by assisting local practicing attorneys in the handling of a wide variety of legal matters or by assisting in nearby legal aid clinics. One
semester hour of degree-earning credit may be earned in each semester in which a student satisfactorily participates.
603 Law Review. Fall (1), Spring (1) Staff.
Preparation and editing of comment and notes for the William and
Mary Law Review; editing of professional articles. Limited to the
Board and Staff members of the Review.
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605 Moot Court. Fall (1), Spring (1) Staff.
Preparation of a written appellate brief and oral argument of moot
issues of law before judges composed of faculty members, attorneys
or the judiciary.

607 Jessup International Moot Court. Fall (1), Spring (1) Mr. Williams.
Preparation of a written trial brief and oral argument of moot issues of international law before judges composed of jurists and other
public officials, attorneys, and professors, all expert in international
law in competition against other law schools in regional, national
and international competition. (Professor's approval necessary.)

613 Post Conviction. Fall (I), Spring (1) Mr. Walck.
A form of legal aid activity involving legal assistance to inmates of
the Federal Reformatory at Petersburg, Virginia, and occasionally at
other nearby federal institutions. Assistance given may relate to civil or criminal matters under the direction of a member of the Virginia
Bar.

Professor Timothy J. Sullivan, associate dean, lectures to a law school class.
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MASTER OF LAW & TAXATION
GRADUATE TAX COURSES
FALL
701 Tax Admin. & Pro.
703 Estate & Gift Tax.
705 Partnership Tax
707 Tax. of Trusts & Est.
709 Tax. of Corp. &
Shareholders
711 State & Local Tax.
715 Selected Probs. in
Tax.

3
3
2
2
2

702
704
706
708
710
716

SPRING
Pension & Pro. Sharing
Estate Planning
Adv. Corp. Tax
Reorganizations
Business Planning
Selected Probs. in Tax.

3
3
2
2
3
2

2
2

701 Tax Administration and Procedure. Fall (3) Mr. White.
A study of the procedural problems encountered in the administration of the internal revenue laws including the administrative rules
governing practice before the IRS and the judicial rules governing
practice before the Tax Court and the District Court. Among the topics which will be considered are the organization of the IRS; procedure relating to the audit, assessment and collection of the tax;
fraud; and litigation of deficiencies and refunds. Prerequisite: 311
Federal Income Tax.
702 Pension and Profit Sharing Plans. Spring (3) Mr. Peterson.
Qualification of plans—limitations on discrimination in selection
of covered employees. Non-qualified plans. Executive compensation. Taxation of retirement benefits. Normal. early and late
retirement problems. Death benefits. HR 10 plans. Prerequisite: 311
Federal Income Tax Law.
703 Estate and Gift Taxation. Fall (3) Mr. Fischer.
Taxes imposed on testamentary and inter-vivos transfers. Intricacies in determining whether properly transferred during the
decedent's lifetime is includable in his gross estate. The marital deduction. Problems of joint ownership. This course is preparatory to
Estate Planning. Prerequisites: 311 Federal Income Tax Law and
305 Trusts and Estates.
704 Estate Planning. Spring (3) Mr. Donaldson.
Treatment of the estate plan by operation of law (the situation
where one fails to formulate his own plan), the use of revocable and
irrevocable trusts in the estate plan, use of insurance in the estate
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plan, planning and drafting wills with special emphasis on the marital deduction, and post mortem estate planning. Prerequisite: 703 Estate and Gift Taxation.
705 Taxation of Partnerships. Fall (2) Mr. Madison.
Tax problems encountered in the organization and operation of
partnerships, death or retirement of a partner; sale of a partnership
interest; distribution of partnership assets.
706 Advanced Corporate Tax Problems. Spring (2) Mr. White.
A treatment of problems encountered in selling a business, stockholder buy-sell agreements, treatment of collapsible corporations,
personal holding companies, accumulated earnings tax, tax attributes of survival and multiplication of corporations, including some
treatment of consolidated returns. Prerequisite: 709 Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders.
707 Income Taxation of Trusts and Estates. Fall (2) Mr. Fischer.
Tax problems encountered in the creation, administration and termination of estates and trusts.
708 Corporate Reorganizations. Spring (2) Mr. White.
Non-recognition, basis and dividend problems in corporate reorganizations and divisions, with special emphasis on carryover of tax
attributes.
709 Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders. Fall (2) Mr.
White.
Treatment of corporations and corporate shareholders on corporate formation, corporate distribution, including dividends and redemptions, sale or liquidation of a corporation, and treatment of
Sub-Chapters corporations. Prerequisite: 311 Federal Income Tax
Law.
710 Business Planning. Spring (3) Mr. Frank.
A problem analysis of the inter-relationship of corporate and tax
laws, securities regulation, and legal accounting in business settings.
Among the topics considered will be the incorporation and operation
of a closed corporation, the public financing of a business, the acquisition and sale of private and public businesses, and corporate divisions and liquidations. Prerequisites: 423 Regulation of Securities.
and 709 Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders.
711 State and Local Taxation. Fall (2) Mr. Donaldson.
Limitations under the commerce, due-process and equal protec-
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tion clauses of the Federal Constitution; state and local franchise,
income, sales, property and inheritance taxes are considered with
some emphasis on those of Virginia.
715, 716 Selected Problems in Taxation. Fall (2), Spring (2) Mr.
White.
Independent, intensive research under the direction of a faculty
member resulting in the completion of a significant piece of advanced written work. Required each semester.
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Candidates who have completed eighteen credit hours of required
tax law courses and six credit hours of elective law courses with a
quality point average of at least 2.0 (B). and who have been in residence in this Law School for at least one academic year (beyond the
residence required for the first professional law degree) will receive
the degree of Master of Law and Taxation.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Students holding an academic baccalaureate degree from an institution of approved standing, who have been in residence in the Law
School for at least ninety weeks, who have completed satisfactorily
at least ninety semester credits in law with a quality point average of
at least 2.0 both in all law work undertaken and for all courses taken
in the third year, and who have demonstrated their ethical fitness
will receive the degree of Juris Doctor (see also academic regulations, p. 39)
All students must enroll in three courses or graded research activities which meet the writing requirement established by the faculty as
a condition for graduation. All first-year students are required to
take Law 112-113 (Legal Writing) which satisfies the requirement in
the first year. Prior to graduation a student must successfully complete two other courses or research activities that meet the writing
requirement. Students should consult their advisors for more detailed information.
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE
JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
Preparation
A favored preparation for the study of law and for its practice is a
liberal education selected in accordance with the interests of the particular student. Certain areas of study are particularly beneficial to
an individual preparing for legal study. These include a thorough
command of the English language, knowledge of American government, English and American history, as well as training in philosophy and the social sciences. However, there is no required pre-law
area of concentration. It is to the advantage of the public as well as
the legal profession to have lawyers who have studied in a wide variety of fields.

Entrance Requirements
Any student who has received or will have received prior to commencement of study a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution may apply for admission as a candidate in the Juris Doctor
program. William and Mary encourages applications from members
of minority groups and participates in the Council on Legal Education Opportunity Program. Applications for September, 1977 should
be submitted after September 1, 1976 and before March 1, 1977.
The Law School admits only in September each year, but offers
those admitted for September the option of starting their studies in
June. No separate or provisional admissions are made for the summer session.
Because of the large number of applicants, normally only full time
students will be admitted. The Law School does not have an evening
division.
Admission to the Marshall-Wythe School of Law is granted to
those applicants who, in the opinion of the Faculty Admissions Committee, will make the most significant contribution to society as a
member of the legal profession. In making its determination, the
Committee will consider factors such as: (1) the applicant's general
academic ability based upon a careful examination of the undergraduate transcript, including factors such as the grade-point average, the quality of the school attended, the difficulty of the major or
department in which the degree was earned, the hours spent on outside employment or other time-consuming extracurricular activities
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and the length of time elapsed since graduation; (2) the applicant's
capacity for the academic study of law based largely upon the LSAT
score; and (3) other relevant personal qualities of the applicant such
as motivation, interests, experience, and general background as evidenced by recommendations and descriptions of the applicant's activities.
Because admissions decisions are based upon a variety of factors
in addition to the undergraduate record and LSAT score, the School
is unable to make advance predictions of the probability of a particular applicant's admission until all materials requested in the application process have been received and reviewed. A profile of the class
entering in September, 1976, is contained in the PRE-LAW HANDBOOK published by the American Association of Law Schools and
the Law School Admissions Council. Copies of the HANDBOOK
are available at most university bookstores.
Because of the large number of applications the Law School receives each year, personal interviews cannot be granted to all applicants who request them. Therefore, in order to assure that all applicants are treated fairly, personal interviews will not be conducted
unless requested by the Law School. Applicants who believe it is
necessary to bring supplemental information to the attention of the
Faculty Admissions Committee are requested to attach a brief written addendum to the application. Applicants may also visit the Law
School during the year to talk with students and faculty about the
study of law at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
It is anticipated that most decisions concerning admission will not
be made until after March 1, 1977. Applicants are urged, however,
to complete the application process as soon as possible in order to
facilitate a thorough evaluation of the application materials.
Offers of admission are valid for one year only. Any applicant who
wishes to defer commencement of legal studies until another year
must reapply and compete with all other applicants for that year.
The applicant will not be prejudiced by his previous rejection of our
offer, nor will previous acceptance guarantee admission in a future
year. The Marshall-Wythe School of Law does not require a deposit
from those offered admission.

ADVANCED STANDING
Students who have completed a minimum of 26 semester hours
and are in good standing at law schools which are members of the
American Association of Law Schools or which are approved by the
American Bar Association may apply for admission to William and
Mary as transfer students with advanced standing. All advanced
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credit awarded will be on the basis of an evaluation of previous law
work in light of the curriculum at the Marshall-Wythe School of
Law. Credit in excess of 45 semester hours is rarely granted, and in
no event will a Juris Doctor degree be conferred when less than the
final 30 semester hours were earned while in residence at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
In general, students should rank in the upper 1/3 of their law class
to be considered for admission with advanced standing.
Decisions on transfer applications are usually made in the late
summer after the first-year transcripts are received. It is the student's responsibility to see that these transcripts are sent directly to
the law school as soon as they are available.

MASTER OF LAW & TAXATION
The program leading to the Master of Law and Taxation degree is
designed to fill a need for competently trained persons to serve the
nation in any capacity where a thorough comprehension of all
phases of taxation is an essential requirement. In the present complex status of our tax laws joint consideration by a lawyer, an accountant, an economist, and an expert in business management is
required in order to analyze properly all aspects of a tax matter.
While the program does not presume to accomplish expertness in
each of these fields, it is intended to equip the student with fundamental groundwork in all and as much of advanced study in each as
relates directly to the field of taxation. This foundation in the related
fields, coupled with the twenty-four semester hours of specialized
tax study to be undertaken in the graduate year, is designed to provide intensive training in tax law and ability to comprehend all of its
diverse facets.
Except by special permission of the tax faculty, this is a full-time,
one year program. A two year part-time program may, in special cases, be approved. No tax courses are offered at night or during the
summer session.

Entrance Requirements
All candidates for admission to this program must have received a
baccalaureate degree and a professional degree in law from approved colleges or universities. Candidates should rank in the upper
30% of their law school class. An undergraduate background in Business Administration (Financial Management and twenty-four semester hours credit in courses in Accounting) or Economics (Principles
of Economics, Money and Banking, Principles and Methods of Sta-
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tistics, Public Finance, Fiscal Policy, International Trade and Policies) or the equivalent in content will be given preferential consideration.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Application materials and complete instructions for making
application to the Marshall-Wythe School of Law may be obtained by writing to:
Admissions Office
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

Professor Emeric Fischer
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MARSHALL-WYTHE SCHOOL OF LAW
College of William and Mary
Calendar 1976-77

1976 Fall Semester

August 23-24
(Mon. & Tues.)
August 25 (Wed.)
September 3 (Fri.)
November 24 (Wed.)
November 29 (Mon.)
December 6-18
(Mon.—Sat.)
December 20 (Mon.)

Orientation
Beginning of Classes (8 a.m.)
Last Day for Course Change
Thanksgiving Holiday (1 p.m.)
End of Thanksgiving Holiday (8 a.m.)
Examination Period
Beginning of Christmas Recess

1977 Spring Semester

January 10 (Mon.)
January 21 (Fri.)
March 4 (Fri.)
March 14 (Mon.)
April 25—May 7
May 15 (Sun.)

Beginning of Classes (8 a.m.)
Last Day for Course Changes
Beginning Spring Recess (5 p.m.)
End of Spring Recess (8 a.m.)
Examination Period
Commencement

Summer Session

June 13 (Mon)
Aug 12 (Fri)
Aug 20 (Sat)

Beginning of Classes (Williamsburg)
End of Summer Session (Williamsburg)
Summer Session Commencement

Summer Session (Abroad)
To Be Announced

1

STUDENT REGULATIONS
LAW SCHOOL STUDENT REGULATIONS
Achievement of its educational purposes requires that the Marshall-Wythe School of Law maintain standards of scholarly achievement and an environment conducive to learning. To this end necessary regulations have been adopted governing both academic performance and student life. Under the laws of the Commonwealth
and the Ancient and Royal Charter, the Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary is the governing authority charged with the
responsibility for internal order and discipline. The Faculty of the
Law School determines the degree requirements for earned law degrees including the determination of regulations governing academic
standards, grading, and class attendance.
Obligation to its educational mission imposes upon the Law
School the right and responsibility, subject to the employment of fair
procedures, to suspend, dismiss, or deny the continuance in residence of any student whose academic achievement or whose conduct does not meet established College standards, or, in less serious
matters, to impose lesser penalties.

Academic Regulations
A full-time law student registers for fifteen to seventeen class
hours a week. Special permission is required to carry more than seventeen hours, or fewer than fifteen, except that third year students
who can complete the degree requirements by carrying less than the
normal program are permitted to carry as few as twelve semester
hours.
Students are required to attend all law classes regularly, for absences interfere with normal class routine and tend to lower standards of performance. A student may be compelled to withdraw from
a course for irregular class attendance, and flagrant violators are subject to suspension or expulsion from the School.
Grades in all law school courses, except for seminars and pass-fail
courses are determined on the basis of a single, anonymously graded
examination given at the end of each semester. Accordingly, examinations take precedence over all activities outside the law school.
Changes in the posted examination schedule at the request of an individual student or a group of students will be made only in the most
compelling circumstances. The following regulations bear upon administrative disposition of student requests for changes in the examination schedule:
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(A)

An unexcused absence from a final examination will result in
the student receiving a final grade of "F" in that course.

(B)

Requests for individual changes in the examination schedule
must be made to the instructor of the course concerned. Additionally, the endorsement of the Dean or the Associate Dean
for Administration is also required. Such requests will be approved only upon the following grounds:
(1) The student is suffering from a serious illness or other major physical disability which has effectively disabled him
from sitting for an examination at the regularly scheduled
time.
(2) The existence of an unforseen emergency of a grave nature requiring the student's absence from the law school
on the date of a scheduled examination.

Approval of a request for a change in an examination date must be
in writing. The student who has secured such written approval must
arrange with his professor to take a rescheduled examination not later than the end of the fifth week following the date of the regularly
scheduled examination of the course concerned.
The Law School does not authorize re-examinations.
Grades, except in courses designated as seminars, are wholly
based on the results of written examinations. Examination papers
are identified only by number and not by the name of the student.
Grades earned are A (4.00 quality points), A— (3.67 quality points),
B+ (3.33 quality points), B (3.00 quality points), B— (2.67 quality
points), C+ (2.33 quality points), C (2.00 quality points), C— (1.67
quality points), D (1 quality point) and F (0 quality points and no
credit.)
Eligibility to continue in residence is determined by grade point
average. A first year student who at the end of his first year has
achieved an average of at least 1.80 but who has not attained a 2.00
grade average may continue on academic probation provided he has
not failed more than nine semester hours of work. Otherwise, he is
automatically dismissed. In order to continue in residence a student
must, in the second and third years, maintain a cumulative average
of at least 2.0. Additionally, no student will be permitted to continue
in residence unless his yearly average in each of the second and third
years is at least 2.0. A student who fails to qualify for a degree solely
by reason of failing to maintain a 2.0 average in work undertaken
during the third year may be permitted to continue his studies in the
Law School for an additional session. If, after the completion of the
additional session, his average for that session combined with his av-
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erage for his third academic year is 2.0 or higher, he will be granted
his degree.
The end of the first academic year means the end of that session
during which a student carries credit hours which, when added to
previous credit hours carried, totals 30 or more credit hours carried
and does not exceed 59 credit hours carried. The end of the second
academic year means the end of that session during which a student
carries credit hours which when added to previous credit hours carried, totals 60 or more credit hours carried and does not exceed 89
credit hours carried. The end of the third academic year means the
end of that session during which a student carries credit hours
which, when added to previous credit hours carried, totals 90 or
more credit hours carried.
Compliance with academic status requirements is reviewed by the
Academic Status Committee at the end of each academic year. The
Academic Status Committee meets in November and May of each
year to consider applications for reinstatement for the semester next
following the respective meeting. All applications for reinstatement
in a fall semester must be submitted in writing to the Dean of the
Law School before the first of May preceding the fall semester and
all applications for reinstatement in a spring semester must be submitted in writing to the Dean of the Law School before the first of
November preceding the fall semester.
The Academic Status Committee, in its discretion, may impose
such conditions in addition to those described above, as it may deem
appropriate in granting the reinstatement of any particular applicant.

Conduct
While wishing to keep to a minimum the number of narrowly defined regulations and thereby to encourage a sense of responsibility
on the part of each student and a general atmosphere of freedom on
the campus, the Law School believes that it has an obligation to require that degree of order and satisfactory conduct which will permit
the fulfillment of the educational purposes with which it is charged
by law.
Considered as particularly serious are those acts which infringe
upon the rights of others or which violate the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. The Virginia Code contains specific provisions
relating to colleges and universities that prohibit hazing; malicious
burning or destruction by explosives of any college building or any
other malicious destruction of college property; threats to bomb,
burn, or destroy any school building; and bribery of any amateur
sport participant. Students are, in addition, subject to the more gen-
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eral provisions of the criminal code. applicable to all persons. among
them laws prohibiting drunkenness or the consumption of alcoholic
beverages in unlicensed public areas: the possession. sale, or use of
drugs. and violations of fire regulations in public buildings. In addition. the Law School may establish local regulations. which are distributed to enrolled students.
Concerted group action or individual action to violate College or
Law School regulations. or interference with or disruption of College or Law School classes or other normal functions of the College
or Law School will not be permitted.
Where violations of the law or of stated College or Law School
regulations occur. the Law School will take disciplinary action. In
the discharge of his authority and responsibility for internal order
and discipline. the President of the College will take such steps as he
deems appropriate. and may call upon representatives of the administration. the Law School faculty. and students for assistance.
At all levels of its disciplinary authority the Law School will respect the rights of accused students and follow fair procedures. including the right of appeal. Materials containing a statement of these
procedures will be made available to students after enrollment.

THE HONOR SYSTEM
The Honor System was first established at William and Mary in
1779 and is one of the most cherished traditions of the Law School.
It assumes that principles of honorable conduct are familiar and dear
to all students and hence dishonorable acts will not be tolerated. The
Honor System is administered by the students with the advice of the
faculty and the highest administrative officers of the College. all of
whom share a deep interest in the maintenance of high standards of
honor. Students found guilty of cheating, stealing, or lying. are subject to dismissal.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID
Scholarships
The J. D. Carneal Scholarship
This scholarship is awarded on an annual basis to a candidate for
the Master of Law and Taxation degree showing unusual promise
for success in the practice of tax law. It has been made possible by
the generosity of Mrs. J. D. Carneal. of Richmond, Va., in memory
of her husband, the late J. D. Carneal who established the scholarship.
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The Harmon Maxson American Indian Law Scholarship
An annual scholarship awarded to a deserving law student of
American Indian blood.

The Matthew Gault Emery Law Scholarship
The late Theodore Sullivan Cox, who was for many years Dean of
the Law School. left the College the sum of $10,000 to establish the
Matthew Gault Emery Law Scholarship. the interest from the fund
being paid each year to an intelligent, deserving and personable
law student at William and Mary."

The William A. R. Goodwin Memorial Fund
Scholarships and Grants
These scholarships are for the amount of $500 to $1,000 per year.
They are awarded on a competitive basis to college graduates who
are candidates for the law degree. They are based primarily on ability, character and potentialities of leadership. Some of these are renewable for subsequent years, provided the recipients maintain a B
average and comply with certain other conditions. The minimum requirements for consideration are an academic standing in the upper
one-fifth of one's class and a Law School Admissions Test Score
ranking above the seventieth percentile of those who took the test.

Graduate Assistantships
A limited number of graduate assistantships are made annually
to candidates for the Master of Law and Taxation degree, or in unusual cases, to third-year candidates for the Juris Doctor degree. Recipients of these assistantships will be assigned duties as faculty
research assistants, occasional substitute teachers or administrative
assistants.

The R. M. Hughes. Sr. Endowment Scholarships
The R. M. Hughes. Sr. Scholarships are made possible by a
bequest of R. M. Hughes, Sr., and are awarded annually to four
entering first-year law students who have demonstrated academic
promise but who need financial assistance to relieve them from the
necessity of outside employment during their first year of law studies. Each scholarship is valued at $1.000.00 per school year. payable
at the rate of $500.00 per semester, and is non-renewable.
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Hunton & Williams Scholarship
An annual award of funds for a scholarship is made by the law
firm of Hunton & Williams of Richmond_ Virginia.

The Paul M. Shapiro Memorial Scholarship
The family and friends of the late Paul M. Shapiro '63. have funded this scholarship in his memory for annual award to a law student
selected by the dean and faculty of the Law School who, upon completion of the first law degree requirements. intends to continue in
residence to engage in the Master of Law and Taxation degree program.

The Alumni Scholarships
The Alumni Scholarships are made in varying amounts to either
candidates for the Juris Dictor degree or to candidates for the degree
of Master of Law and Taxation. Awards are made on an annual basis
but are not ordinarily renewable.

LOANS
ABA fund for Legal Education. The American Bar Association
has established a Fund for Legal Education and annually allocates
an amount to this School for loans to students who have completed
at least one year of law study here. Individual loans may he made in
amounts of not less than $400 nor more than $2500 per year and are
processed through the Student Aid Office.
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TUITION AND FEES
THE COLLEGE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE
CHANGES IN ITS CHARGES AT ANY TIME. AFTER APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF VISITORS.

Payments of Accounts
Charges for tuition and the general fee. as well as fees for room
and board. are payable in advance, by the semester. with the remittance being made by check, drawn to the College of William and
Mary. A student will not be permitted to complete registration. if
there is any unpaid balance on the individual's account in the Treasurer's Office.

Payments may be made by mail, upon receipt of the student's
statement of account. Accounts are due within twenty days after
receipt of the statement.
Refunds to Students Who Withdraw from College

Subject to the following regulations and exceptions. all charges
made by the College are considered to be fully earned upon completion of registration by the student.
I. A student who withdraws within the first five-day period immediately following the scheduled registration period is entitled to
a refund of all charges. with the exception of $50 which shall be
retained by the college to cover the costs of registration, subject to Item 5, below. (Such refunds shall not include any deposits or advance payments which may have been required by
the College as evidence of the student's intention to enroll.)
2. A student who withdraws at any time within the next following
25 days after the scheduled registration period shall be charged
25% of the tuition and general fee plus 25% of the semester's
room rent, subject to Item 5, below.
3. A student who withdraws at any time within the second thirtyday period after the scheduled registration period shall he

charged 50% of the tuition and general fee. plus 50% of the
room rent for a semester, subject to Item 5. below.
4. A student who withdraws at any time after sixty calendar days
following the scheduled registration period shall he charged
the full tuition and general fee. room rent. and hoard for a semester. subject to Item 5. below.
5. No refunds will he made to a student who has been required by
the College to withdraw. regardless of the date of withdrawal.
6. No refunds will he made to a student who withdraws unofficially.
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7. No refunds of tuition will be made to part-time students, regardless of the circumstances.
A part-time student at the undergraduate level is defined as one
who is enrolled for 11 credit hours or less. At the graduate and/
or law school level, a part-time student is one who is enrolled
for 8 credit hours or less. An exception is that a student at the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science who is enrolled for 11 credit hours is regarded as a full-rime graduate student and is subject to the full charge for tuition and fees.
8. In cases of official withdrawal, not required by the College, during the first sixty calendar days following the scheduled registration period, charges for board shall be calculated on a prorata basis, determined by the date of official withdrawal, provided the Dining Commons Card is surrendered at the Treasurer's Office on this date.
Credits on Accounts of Holders of Scholarships

Students holding scholarships are required to pay all fees less the
value of the scholarship which they hold.
Withholding of Transcripts and Diplomas in Cases of Unpaid Accounts

Transcripts or any other information concerning scholastic records will not be released until college accounts are paid in full. Diplomas will not be awarded to persons whose college accounts are not
paid in full.
The tuition and General Fee ($479 per semester for full-time State
students and $1,128 for full-time out-of-State students) is a payment
towards the general maintenance and operating costs of the College
including recreational and health-facilities. (Board and room charges
are additional.)
Tuition for part-time students, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, is as follows:
$32 per semester hour for Virginia students
$75 per semester hour for out-of-State students
Regularly enrolled degree-seeking students of the College will be
charged these rates during the regular session for part-time work,
based on their established domiciliary status.
Rates for students who enroll in Evening College or in Summer
Session will be charged on the same basis.
Part-time students who are not regularly enrolled at the College of
William and Mary, and for whom, therefore, no domiciliary status
previously has been determined, will be charged on the basis of their
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satisfactorily established domiciliary status. (See Page 46 of this
catalogue for a statement regarding in-State, out-of-State classification for fee purposes.)
A Law School Activities Fee of $4.00 per semester is used for the
funding of non-social services coordinated through the Student Bar
Association.
Auditing fees are the same as those specified for part-time students, unless the auditor is a full-time student.

Virginia Domicile
The legislative Act affecting residency is as follows:
"Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia. That no person shall be entitled to the admission privileges, or the reduced tuition charges. or any other privileges accorded only to domiciliaries,
residents or citizens of Virginia, in the State institutions of higher
learning unless such person is and has been domiciled in Virginia for
a period of at least one year prior to the commencement of the term,
semester, or quarter for which any such privilege or reduced tuition
charge is sought, provided that the governing boards of such institutions may set up additional requirements for admitting students."
A person who enrolls in any such institution while not domiciled in
Virginia does not become entitled to admission privileges, or reduced tuition charges or any other privileges accorded only to domiciliaries, residents or citizens of Virginia by mere presence or residence in Virginia. In order to become so entitled, any such person
must establish that, one year before the date of his alleged entitlement, he was at least eighteen years of age or, if under the age of
eighteen, he was an emancipated minor, and he abandoned his old
domicile and was present in Virginia with the unqualified intention
of remaining permanently in Virginia after leaving such institution.
The burden of establishing these matters by convincing evidence is
on the person alleging them.
Notwithstanding marriage to a person who is not domiciled in Virginia, a person who is classified or classifiable at the date of his or
her marriage as eligible to receive the privileges herein described,
may receive or continue to receive such privileges until he or she
abandons his or her Virginia domicile other than through any presumption of law attaching to the ceremony of marriage.
Procedure for Determination
of
In-State Tuition Eligibility
I. Application for In-State Tuition Eligibility
The Treasurer or his delegate shall provide appropriate forms to
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be completed by all persons who wish to claim eligibility for instate tuition. Such forms shall be prepared and from time to time
revised in consultation with the Chairman of the Status Appeals
Board.
A. Entering Students—Such forms shall be furnished to entering students claiming eligibility for in-state tuition prior to
their matriculation, and shall be completed and returned by
them to the Treasurer's Office. A student to whom such a
form was sent who fails to complete and return such form by
the close of the add-drop period shall be deemed to have
waived classification as an in-state student for the semester
involved. A student claiming entitlement to in-state tuition
to whom such a form was not furnished and to whom a bill
for non-resident tuition was mailed or given, shall, on or before the close of the add-drop period, request such form and
complete and return it within three calendar days of its being
furnished him. Failure to do so shall likewise be deemed a
waiver of classification as an in-state student for the semester involved.
B. Matriculated Students—Matriculated students who have
been classified as ineligible for in-state tuition shall remain in
that classification until changed. A student desiring a change
in classification shall, not later than five calendar days after
the first day of classes of the semester for which the change
in status is sought, request the appropriate form from the
Treasurer's Office and shall complete and return such form
within ten calendar days of its being furnished him. His failure to do so shall be deemed a waiver of classification for instate tuition status for the semester involved.
II. Initial Evaluation of Application for Classification
The Treasurer or his delegate shall initially evaluate all requests
for in-state tuition classification or re-classification and shall.
where the student's eligibility for in-state tuition is clear within
the meaning of Section 23-7 of the Code of Virginia. approve
such classification and inform the student of such approval either by letter. or by bill or amended bill reflecting such determination. Where the student's eligibility for in-state tuition is not
clear, the Treasurer, or his delegate. shall refer the matter to the
Status Reviewing Officer. A student who receives an adverse decision by the Treasurer may. within ten calendar days by written
request. obtain a hearing by the Status Reviewing Officer.
III. Review by the Status Reviewing Officer
The Status Reviewing Officer. who shall be appointed by the
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President. and shall be legally trained, shall consider all status
determinations as are referred to him pursuant to Section II
above, and make such determinations as he may deem proper
under Section 23-7 of the Code of Virginia, and shall communicate such determination in writing to the student with a copy to
the Treasurer's Office. If the determination be favorable to the
student. the Treasurer's Office may have five calendar days in
which to request an appeal, which request shall be addressed to
the Chairman of the Status Appeals Board. If the determination
is unfavorable to the student he may, within 10 calendar days,
request in writing an interview with the Status Reviewing Officer which shall be awarded him, and at which time the student
may be accompanied by counsel and may present such evidence
or explanations as he deems appropriate. The Status Reviewing
Officer shall thereupon or as soon thereafter as is reasonably
possible, and with due regard to matters brought out at the interview, affirm or modify his previous determination and inform
the student of his action. If the matter is again determined adversely to the student. the Status Reviewing Office shall inform
the student of his right to appeal to the Status Appeals Board,
which appeal must be made within 10 calendar days of the date
of the final determination by the Status Reviewing Officer. Failure of any student notified of an adverse determination to
request an interview or make an appeal within the time limits
provided herein shall be deemed a waiver of classification for instate tuition for the semester involved, unless a satisfactory excuse for the delay is presented and accepted by the Chairman of
the Status Appeal Board.
IV. Appeal
The Status Appeals Board shall consist of three persons of faculty rank, none of whom shall be employed by the offices of the
Vice President for Business Affairs. They shall be appointed by
the President. who shall also designate a Chairman. Appeals to
the Board shall be in writing and addressed to the Chairman and
need take no particular form. The Chairman shall, upon receipt
of an appeal, schedule a hearing at a time convenient to the parties, and shall, in addition to consideration of whatever documents are deemed relevant, consider such statements as the appellant may wish to make and such evidence, oral or otherwise,
as he may present. The hearing shall not be a review of the findings of the Status Reviewing Officer, but a hearing de novo. A
student appellant may be represented by counsel.
However, the Chairman may invite the Status Reviewing Offi-
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cer to appear and communicate his evaluations and observations and/or may request a written statement from the Status Reviewing Officer regarding the reasons for his determinations. Upon completion of the hearing, the Board shall make such
determination as is deemed proper and communicate the same
in writing to the appellant with reasons therefor. The determination of the Board shall be dispositive of the matter unless. in the
case of a student appellant, an appeal is made in writing to the
President within 5 calendar days of the determination by the Appeals Board. The President. or his impartial delegate acting in
his behalf, in considering the appeal shall review only the documentary data involved unless an interview with the student is
deemed appropriate. The President or his delegate shall thereupon decide the matter and make the final decision.
Board

The College operates two cafeterias, the Dining Commons and the
Wigwam Snack Bar, together seating over 1300 persons.
Law students may elect to board in the Dining Commons by the
semester. in which case the charge for board will be $383 per student
per semester for the seven-day, twenty-one meal plan; or $306 per
student per semester for the five-day, fifteen-meal plan, Monday
through Friday; or $224 per student per semester for the five-day,
ten meal plan. for breakfast and lunch, Monday through Friday. In
each case, a Dining Commons Card will be issued. This card will be
usable in the Wigwam Snack Bar on an announced basis.
The Christmas and Thanksgiving recesses during the first semester and the Spring Recess in the second semester are not included in
the period for which board is charged.
In cases of withdrawal from the College during the first sixty days
following the scheduled registration period, the student will be given
a refund calculated on a pro-rata basis determined by the date of official withdrawal, provided the Dining Commons Card is surrendered
to the Treasurer's Office on this date.
Owing to uncertain conditions prevailing with respect to the cost
of food supplies and of food service. the College reserves the right to
change its rates for board at any time throughout the year to meet
such additional costs.
Room Rent

Room rent in the student residences varies from $295 to $395 per
semester depending on the size of the room. location, bath. etc. Liv-
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ing in student residences is optional for law students, depending upon available space.
The College student residences are not open for occupancy during
the Christmas Holiday period. During the Thanksgiving and Spring
Recesses. selected buildings are open on a limited basis for students
who need to remain in the area.
Students Withdrawing from College Facilities: A student who continues enrollment in College, but who withdraws from College facilities at any time following the date of the semester registration, will
receive no refund for the semester's room rent unless the total occupancy level of the College's residences remains the same. This regulation will apply to all students regardless of the reasons for their
withdrawal from College facilities.

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
It is impossible to estimate the exact cost to students of clothing.
travel, and incidental expenses. These are governed largely by the
habits of the individual. The cost of books depends on the courses
taken.
Money for books cannot be included in checks covering other college expenses; books should be paid for in cash or by separate check
when purchased. Checks for books should be payable to the William
and Mary Bookstore.

NON-RECURRING FEES
Application fee
Diploma fee
Cap and gown rent, J.D. candidates
Academic hood rent to Seniors and Graduate students

$20.00
10.00
10.00
1.00

Application Fee—A non-refundable processing fee of $20.00 is required for admission to the Law School. This fee is not credited to
the student's account.
Diplomas—The charge for diplomas for all degrees is $10.00. This

is payable on or before April 30.
Academic Costumes—Law students may procure caps and gowns
from the College rental supplier just prior to graduation. The rental
fee, payable to the supplier, is $10 for J.D. candidates. Academic
hoods will be provided to all degree recipients by the College just
prior to graduation at a rental fee of $1.00. All fees are payable upon
receipt of the items mentioned.
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SUMMER SESSIONS
WILLIAMSBURG
Summer sessions in the Marshall-Wythe School of Law are held
annually for a nine-week period usually commencing about June 15.
Courses offered include some also given during regular terms as well
as others of special interest. Information concerning these courses
may be obtained from the course descriptions in this Bulletin and
from the Summer Session Catalogue.

EXETER. DEVON. ENGLAND
Summer courses in Law are also offered by the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law at the University of Exeter in England. Information
relating to these courses, tuition and other details may be obtained
upon request to the Director of Exeter Program.

Students gather for discussion in office of the Student Bar Association.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The Student Bar Association
The Student Bar Association is the law students organization to
promote and foster all worthwhile extracurricular activities. It is associated with the American Law Student Association which in turn
is affiliated with the American Bar Association. and is the organ of
student government for the Law School. It brings speakers to the
campus. promotes moot court competitions. and sponsors social
events. All law students are eligible for membership in the Student
Bar Association and are expected to participate actively in its projects. President of the Association for the 1976-77 Session is Steve
Conte.

Law School Publications
Amicus Curiae is a bi-monthly newspaper published by students
in the Marshall-Wythe School of Law devoted to news of interest
to the Law School community.
The William and Mary Law Review is a quarterly journal containing professional articles, student notes. case comments. and occasional documentary supplements. The Review is also the medium
for reports on special research projects conducted by the Law
School, authoritative essays on recently published books useful to
the profession and other editorial projects. It is published by a student editorial board and staff. Academic standing is the primary criterion for selection of members. and promotion to staff is based upon proficiency in legal writing. One credit hour is given for each semester a student serves on the staff.
For several years the papers delivered at the annual William and
Mary Tax Conference have been published and distributed to specialists in law and taxation.
Among the informational publications of the Law School are the
student-edited Colonial Lawyer, and booklets on the graduate program in law and taxation and on the annual Summer School of Law
in England.

Law School Fraternities
Three professional legal fraternities have been established at the
School—the George Wythe Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta. the Thomas
Jefferson Inn of Phi Delta Phi. and the St. George Tucker Senate of
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Delta Theta Phi. The primary functions of the legal fraternities are to
bring student members into contact with practitioners and to complement the academic program with informal forums on subjects of
professional interest.

The William and Mary Law School Association
The William and Mary Law School Association has been organized for the purpose of promoting the interests of the Law School,
its graduates and the legal profession. All alumni of the Law School
are entitled to join. D. Wayne O'Bryan of Richmond, Virginia, is the
current acting president of the Association.

Marshall-Wythe Law Wives' Association
The Association is an organization to promote social and service
activities for the students of the Law School, particularly the married students. Membership is made up of law student wives and
women law students desiring to join. The Association sponsors
monthly meetings for its members on various subjects of cultural or
professional nature.

The Environmental Law Society
The Environmental Law Society is a group of interested students
who provide research assistance and legal skills to assist a variety of
organizations located within Virginia and other states in protecting
the quality of the environment.

The Post Conviction Assistance Group
The Post Conviction Assistance Group furnishes legal counsel to
prisoners incarcerated in state and federal prisons located within Virginia. This organization works under the supervision of a member of
the faculty who is admitted to practice in Virginia.

The Marshall-Wythe Legislative Research Council
The Marshall-Wythe Legislative Research Council provides research assistance to members of the Virginia General Assembly who
request draft statutes on matters of current interest.

The International Law Society
The International Law Society holds regular meetings at which invited speakers address various issues of current concern in international law.
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The Mary and William Society
The Mary & William Law Society is composed of law students
interested in advancing the status of women, both within and without the legal system. The Society serves as a representative for women in the school.

St. George Tucker Society
The St. George Tucker Society was organized by students of the
Law School to recognize scholastic and service records of students,
faculty and alumni of the Law School. Certificates of recognition
are awarded annually at the degree distribution ceremonies of the
Law School. The awards for 1975-76 were presented to the following:

BALSA
The Black American Law Students Association (BALSA) was organized to articulate and promote the interests of minority students
at the law school.

PLACEM ENT
The Law School, in cooperation with the Alumni Association and
under the direction of the Associate Dean for Admissions and Placement, maintains a placement office to assist its graduates in obtaining positions in law practice. A large number of law firms, primarily
from major cities in the Eastern and Southern United States, regularly conduct interviews on campus with third-year law students. Various members of the faculty are available at all times for counseling
on placement matters, and current information concerning available
employment opportunities is regularly supplied to interested students.

CONFERENCES AND CONTINUING
EDUCATION
By virtue of its location close to Washington, D.C. and metropolitan centers of the Eastern United States. and with the availability of
exceptional facilities in the Williamsburg Conference Center and the
Cascades Meeting Center, the School of Law has developed a specialized program of continuing professional education. Numerous
state, regional and national organizations in the field of law regularly
meet in Williamsburg. either on their own initiative or in response to
programs originated and administered by the School of Law. These
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frequently afford law students valuable opportunities to attend discussions among leaders of the profession.

The National Center for State Courts
The headquarters facility for the National Center for State Courts.
as well as the Mid-Atlantic Regional Office of the National Center,
have been designated for location in Williamsburg adjacent to the new
building of the Law School. The National Center and the Law
School have developed a number of complementary programs which
are expected to expand as the buildings for both are completed.

The William and Mary Tax Conference
Oldest of the conferences which fall into this category is the annual Tax Conference. inaugurated in 1955 as part of the John Marshall
Bicentennial observations of that year. The proceedings of that first
conference, devoted to the History and Philosophy of Taxation.
have been reprinted several times and still attract a wide readership.
After a decade of successive conferences, the annual proceedings
became a regular publishing event and now are distributed to several
thousand law and accounting firms, law libraries and other interested individuals.
The Tax Conference makes available to law students and lawyers
timely and important factual information on current developments in
state and federal tax law, regulations and procedures. It is a concentrated. one-day course, usually held the first Saturday in December.
The next annual Tax Conference is scheduled for December 4. 1976.
A number of other training programs are conducted in cooperation with professional groups which use the Williamsburg facilities
for their conferences. These groups include the American Judicature
Society, the National College of State Trial Judges, the Institute for
Judicial Administration, and various task forces working with the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

THE LAW LIBRARY
The Law Library contains more than 80.000 accessioned volumes
and occupies two floors of the Marshall-Wythe law building. The annual increase in the collection averages 5,000 volumes. Open stacks
and free access to the collection under the provisions of the honor
system are principles which govern use of the Law Library.
The collection contains primarily Anglo-American law material.
and includes the reports of the Supreme Court of the United States
and lower federal courts: reports of all state courts of last report; the
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leading English cases. including the full reprint reports; current annotated codes of all the states, the United States. and Great Britain;
the leading tax and labor services; unusually varied collections in
legislative research. judicial reform and constitutional revision from
many states; and a substantial collection of leading treatises, encyclopedias, digests, administrative materials and government documents.
Through the generosity of Mrs. Maria Estaire Baumert of Garden
City, Long Island, N.Y., a fund has been established for the use of
the School of Law in purchasing books for the Law Library. The
fund, known as the Sherwell Fund, memorializes Mrs. Baumert's
family and particularly her brother, the late Guillermo Butler Sherwell. An ancestor, William Sherwell, was a student at the College in
the mid-nineteenth century, and the family for a number of years occupied the home of George Wythe in Williamsburg.
The collection of legal periodicals is kept current with more than
300 subscriptions.
The law library is administered by a full-time, professional. 3 assistant librarians, a clerical staff, aided by law student assistants, and is
open for use by students and faculty more than one hundred hours
per week. Law students also have access to the general college library which contains more than 550,000 catalogued volumes.

AWARDS AND PRIZES
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers offers an award of $250 and a second prize of $100 for the two best
papers submitted by students of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law
on a subject of current significance in the field of copyright law.

Lawyers Title Award
The Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation of Richmond, Virginia.
awards an annual prize of $200 together with an appropriate certificate to the senior or graduating student of law in the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law found by the faculty of the Law School to be most
proficient in the law of real property.

Publishers' Book Awards
Each year the BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS awards a subscription to Law Week to the graduating student who has achieved the
most improved academic record in his third year of study. LAW' FRS
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CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHING COMPANY

awards selected volumes of

American Jurisprudence to the highest ranking student in basic law

school courses. And each year the WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
awards a selected title of Corpus Juris Secundum to the student in
each law school year who has made the most significant contribution
to over-all legal scholarship. Each year West also awards a selected
title from the Hornbook Series to first, second, and third year law
student who achieves the highest scholastic average in his class.

The Weber Diploma
The Weber Diploma is awarded annually by vote of the faculty to
that member of the graduating class whose intellect, character, and
leadership give evidence of the greatest professional promise. Funds
for the award of the Weber Diploma are obtained from the Weber
Endowment Fund established by John P. Weber, Class of 1975, and
other members of his family, in honor of his parents, H. Paul Weber
and Rosine Weber.

MARSHALL - WYTHE MEDALLION
A bronze medallion bearing bas-relief profiles of John Marshall
and George Wythe on the obverse and the coat of arms of the College on the reverse, was commissioned in 1966 for occasional presentation by the School of Law to selected leaders of the legal profession in the United States and abroad. The recipient is nominated
by vote of the faculty of law and upon approval by the President of
the College is invited to the campus for the presentation. Recipients
to date include:
1967—Norris Darrell, President, American Law Institute.
1968—Roger J. Traynor, Chief Justice of California.
1969—A. James Casner, Weld Professor of Law, Harvard University.
1970—Arthur L. Goodhart, Editor, Law Quarterly , Review and
Master of University College, Oxford.
1971—Bernard G. Segal. past President. American Bar Association.
1972—Lewis F. Powell, Jr., Associate Justice of the United
States.
1973—Whitney North Seymour, past President, American Bar Association.
1974—Tom C. Clark, Associate Justice of the United States (retired).
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1975—Myres S. McDougal, Sterling Professor of Law, Yale University.
1976—Leon Jaworski, Special Prosecutor for the United States,
1973-74.
Sir Norman Anderson, Director, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, University of London

Professor Ronald C. Brown makes a point in law class.
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